Youth Unemployment in Portugal

What do we expect from trade unions and employers?

I never thought about trade unions as a mean to create new jobs.

I think that trade unions have a crucial role on fighting the youth unemployment.

I think that it’s very hard to determine exactly how a trade union...
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can create youth employment with concrete measures, but
I think that trade unions have a crucial role on fighting the youth unemployment.
Portugal

± 1,3 million members | 350 autonomous individual unions

CGTP-IN

UGT

Austerity measures
November 3rd 2010
November 15th 2011
June 27th 2013
CGTP-IN

614,000 workers
merged after the 1974 revolution and initially had close links with
the communist party

aims for "stable work with rights and social protection to
unemployed people" and has been claiming an update of the
minimum wage

believes that Youth Guarantee and the national internship
programmes aren't enough
500,000 workers

set up in 1978 to provide an "alternative to the CGTP-IN's political approach"

is a member of the National Youth Council

believes that the solution is in the Government's internships programme and in youth entrepreneurship (microcredit)
CGTP-IN
614,000 workers
merged after the 1974 revolution and initially had close links with the communist party
aims for "stable work with rights and social protection to unemployed people" and has been claiming an update of the minimum wage
believes that Youth Guarantee and the national internship programmes aren’t enough

UGT
500,000 workers
set up in 1978 to provide an "alternative to the CGTP-IN's political approach"
is a member of the National Youth Council
believes that the solution is in the Government’s internships programme and in youth entrepreneurship (microcredit)

Austerity measures
November 24th 2010    November 24th 2011    June 27th 2013

I think that trade unions, because they have lawyers and juridic support
Portuguese Employment Programmes

PEPAC - professional internships on State's Central Administration

Youth Impulse
Candidates

Age: under 30 years-old
Qualifications: at least a Bachelor's degree

The candidate's CV is classified by a scale based on the number of hours spent on education and work.

Internships

Duration: 12 months (can't be extended)
Salary: 691,71€ x 12 (subject to taxes)

The plan of the internship and the goals to achieve are determined by each institution. The payment of the salary is also their responsibility.
€334 million programme, financed by Brussels’ European Social Fund

Participating businesses see their social security contributions reduced and the Government sponsors the interns' salaries

Candidates
Age: under 30 years-old (35 on the agriculture sector)
All sectors

Internships
Duration: 12 months
Remuneration: from 419,22€ to 691,71€
I never thought about trade unions as a mean to create new jobs.
I never thought about trade unions as a mean to create new jobs.

In Portugal, we have the example of CGTP-IN that has a youth unit, Interjovent.

when these young people have invested so much time on their academic formation.
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